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In Belarus another European wall fell, but very few have realised it. When President 
Lukashenko announced that for the citizens of 80 countries a visa was no more needed to 
enter Belarus, somebody thought this was a kind of a revolution. There was just only one 
condition: everyone must enter Belarus via the Minsk international airport and stay in the 
country no more than five days. It was January 9th, 2017. 
Since then, this small republic squeezed between Poland and Russia, kept on going with its 
usual life: the Soviet-era murals are still on their walls, meticulously preserved, the 
rooms of the immense sanatoria are mostly empty, in the country women still knot their 
headscarves on their heads and move around with marshrutkas (shared taxis).

The so-called “last dictatorship in Europe” didn’t collapse, just yet, maybe because 
”dictatorship” is a label EU, USA or OECD use for those countries they don’t know, or 
understand much.
Seen through the eyes of local artist Darya Golova, Belarus is another world: tattooed 
youngters walking quietly around towns, kids of the suburbs hanging around with their 
hoverboards, punk teenagers dreaming of adventure with Hello Kitty in their pink bedrooms.
Today’s Belarus is indeed keeping an eagle eye on its present, as utopia and dystopia 
live together, and the border that once looked impenetrable, now is looking at the world 
in search of a new identity. The austere statues of Lenin and Dzerzinskij are now in some 
repository, but just to be polished, while the severe face of President Lukashenko is 
everywhere: among the souvenir cards in fishermen’s cabins and near the Kalashnikov guns 
turned into vodka bottles to be sold to tourists.



Arisha is a 17yo cosplayer. Belarussian society doesn’t 
like what’s defined as “extravaganzas”, 

especially in women, and this led Arisha to many 
integration problems during her adolescence.

A propaganda poster promoting Belarus’ symbol 
in the city of Gomel.



A fake police car made of cardboard along the road to Gomel. 
Police is quite present in Belarussian society: 1,442 residents on 100,000 are policemen – one of the highest percentage in the 

world.* Working in the armed services offers a lot of benefits: a career, a good salary and anticipated retirement. 
* International Statistics on Crime and Justice, by the United nations office of drugs and crime 



A guest of the Sputnik sanatorium. An artificial flowers shop in Pinsk. These ornaments 
are used everywhere as urban decoration.



A kid cruising around with his hoverboard in the rural area of the village of Lasszik, near the border with Ukraine.



A Soviet era restaurant in the centre of Gomel. The former presidential palace in Minsk. The building can 
be photographed just by this side, and from a precise 

angle, under the supervision of an officer. When President 
Lukashenko lived here, walking on the sidewalk of the 
building and driving along the palace was not allowed.



A “GUM” supermarket’s men section selling exclusively Belarussian products.



A cross covered with flowers in village of Lasszik. 
The area of the village is separated from the rest of the 

country by some checkpoints regulating the access 
to the areas on the border with Ukraine. 

A man of Grodno crossing a park while going home from work.



A couple drinking champagne after a wedding in front of the National Opera and Ballet Theather of Belarus in Minsk.



A mural on a wall of a plant north of Minsk. A street seller of berries. Most of Belarussian territory is 
covered with forests, so picking and selling berries are two 
of the most common activities among women and elderlies.



An unauthorised seller of smoked fish showing his goods from his car’s boot. 



A building of apartments in the suburbs of Pinsk. This tattoo lover told us that to have your body tattooed 
for the 70% of its surface it’s a way to avoid military 

service, an opposition that may have consequences like, in 
some cases, the revocation of the driving licence.



The wedding hall of the cultural centre of Lasszik.



A shopping centre selling exclusively Belarussian 
products in Minsk.

A decorated bus stop, designed and made by architecture 
students during the Soviet years.



A couple taking a selfie in front of the Ministry of Economy in Minsk’ Independence Square. 
Last March 25th around 400 people have been beaten up and arrested during a pacifist rally in occasion of the National Freedom Day. 

This square was supposed to be the arrival of the rally, but the march was broke up by the police before its conclusion.



The employees of the month on a poster located at the 
entrance of the town of Breslav. These posters are present 
all over the country as a part of President Lukashenko 

government’s propaganda.

A veteran visiting an obelisk from the Soviet era 
during a national holiday.



A movie theather of the Soviet era in the House of Culture of Lasszik on the border with Ukraine.



A former dacia in the suburbs of Pinsk. The government 
has a preference for wide, open spaces, and these typical 
wooden houses are demolished with no second thoughts to 
enlarge roads or to build new apartments buildings.

A portrait of Yasha in the house where he was born, in 
the suburbs of Pinsk. Yasha is a student of the Lodz Film 
School, in Poland. Russia and Poland are among the very few 

destinations accessible with a Belarussian passport.



A chemical landfill outside the city of Gomel. 
This surreal, extremely polluted scenario is an unexpectedly popular destination for family strolls and weddings.



A corner of the atelier of sculptor Zair Azgur in Minsk. A kid posing with his skate 
in front of Grodno’s Palace of Culture.



Berries street seller along the road to Gomel. 
This area still presents an high density of radioactive residues, being the unfamous nuclear plant of Chernobyl just 70 miles away. 



Interior of an apartment in a condo of the Soviet years 
in the suburb of Pastavi. These apartments buildings look 
the same from the outside, but the interiors are quite 

well-finished, showing a traditional style 
with some kitsch elements.

A lady walking around in the park of Jubiliejny. This park 
hosts a spring and a fountain of holy water visited 

by many Orthodox believers.



A “GUM” supermarket’s women section selling exclusively Belarussian products.



Pan Janusz keeps going this old cereal plant at the border 
with Lithuania mostly alone. Like many men his age, 

he’s always a little tipsy.

The vehicle entrance of a military building blocking the 
sight of the Catholic church of st. Francis in Grodno.



An office of a government company, near Gomel. 
The involvement of the employees in companies’ life is quite high: birthdays are celebrated together, holidays are spent all together 

and once per year every single person, from the manager to the last worker, contribute to the painting of the building.



A detail of the statue of Lenin in the centre of Pinsk, 
a city near the border with Ukraine.

A portrait of President Lukashenko in the convention hall 
of a Belarussian governative organisation.



A family visiting the Sputnik sanatorium on the lake of Narach. 
The government offers monthly stays to its employees. In these sanatoria people are provided paramedical treatments 

(starting with ice cold baths early in the morning) and must follow a rigorous diet.
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